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Abstract: An analysis of over 91 million tweets collected during an 8-month period around the
Swedish general election in 2018 showed strong evidence of highly polarised communities. These
communities were found to differ politically and in their nearly mutually exclusive use of hashtags,
links to URLs and preference for news sources. This preliminary study of the Swedish Twitterverse in
conjunction with statistical tests is indicative of highly polarised echo-chambers across the left and
right political spectrums.
Summary: During Summer Math Camp 2019, the Swedish twitterverse was analysed to try to discern
ideological groupings and investigate their statistical behaviours. The data used consisted of 91 million
tweets collected during an 8-month period around the Swedish general election in 2018. The data was
collected by Raazesh Sainudiin under Project MEP (Meme Evolution Programme): Sverige1 by
focusing on a list of political hashtags, a list of politically influential and ideologically diverse twitter
accounts, including all the Swedish MPs as well as tweets containing any one of the 400 most common
Swedish words. The experiment was jointly designed by Mattias Gardell, Simon Lindgren, Emin
Poljarevic and two anonymous Citizen Scientists.
Initially the data had to be cleaned to remove non-Swedish and spam-like tweets that were collected
due to the inclusive experimental design. To remove the non-Swedish tweets, a language filter was
implemented. This filter calculated the letter frequency in all the tweets of each twitter account and
compared that to the Swedish language letter frequency.2 If the letter frequency of an account’s
collection of tweets were too far from the Swedish letter frequency, all tweets from that account were
removed. The threshold for the distance to Swedish was chosen so that 95% of Swedish text would be
accepted.3 The filter for spam-like behaviour was constructed so that if a user retweeted another user
more than 1000 times during the 8-month period, equal to over 4 times a day, that user was considered
a spam account and was removed.4 The effects of the filter was manually checked by examining the
twitter user accounts at the thresholds of the filter and for random samples that passed the filter.
When the data was cleaned it was made into a graph or network with twitter accounts as vertices and
their retweets as directed edges from the account that made the original tweet to the account that
retweeted. An unsupervised machine learning algorithm called label propagation was used on the
network to divide the users into different clusters.5
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A well-established fact that laid the foundation for a lot of our analysis is that a retweet is a clear
signal of concurrence of the retweeter with the tweeter of the original tweet. Another common type of
interaction between twitter accounts is via reply-tweets, whereby one account replies to another.
Unlike retweets, reply-tweets may not necessarily be in agreement and in politically engaged debates
they can be due to disagreements. To test the hypothesis that there is no difference between clusters of
accounts formed due to purely retweet interactions versus those formed due to purely reply-tweet
interactions, a network was made with 90% of randomly sampled retweets as its edges. The label
propagation algorithm was then used to partition the users into clusters. When looking at the remaining
10% of the retweets it was found that 67% of them were in between users within the same cluster,
while 45% of all reply-tweets from the data were between users in the same cluster.
Doing the same test on a network created with the 90% of the reply-tweets from the data, we found
that 1.5% of all retweets from the data were between users in the same cluster, and 10% of the
remaining 10% of reply-tweets were between users in the same cluster.
This shows that clustering based on a retweet network which yields a community structure reflecting
agreement or concurrence is significantly different from that than based on reply-tweets.6 This is not
unnatural as reply-tweet are known to include interactions of disagreement across members who
belong to different retweet-based clusters of agreement.
The clustering done by label propagation on the retweet network yielded two larger clusters and a few
smaller ones. An analysis of the clustering was done to find possible characteristics of each cluster.
This was of great interest since the label propagation algorithm is unsupervised and thus the results of
the clustering had to be analysed afterwards.
Limiting the analysis to the ten largest clusters given by label propagation, we found that a further
subset of three clusters were primarily composed of Swedish accounts. These three clusters, being the
first, second and fourth largest clusters, were therefore the only ones of interest for further analysis.
Together, the three clusters consisted of approximately 200,000 twitter accounts. The other,
non-Swedish, clusters seemed to be grouped based on their love for K-pop or other personalistic
self-indulgent interests of a non-political nature.
When looking at how different members of the Swedish parliament were distributed among the
clusters it turned out that the algorithm placed most parliament members from the same party in the
same cluster as one would expect more agreement between members of the same party or members of
different but ideologically aligned parties. The members of the parties SD, KD, M, and L were found
in the same cluster, the largest one, whereas C, MP, S and V were found in another cluster, the second
largest. This corresponds well to how the parties are placed on the left-right political spectrum. The
cluster with SD, KD, M and L is referred to as the right cluster, and the cluster with C, MP, S and V is
referred to as the left cluster, while the third cluster was determined to be non-political with a focus in
sports. It is worth noting that both L and C had a fairly large proportion of members placed in the other
political cluster than its majority.7
Further, the extent to which different news sources were consumed within each of the clusters was
investigated. By looking at what newspapers were shared in the retweet interactions, we found a
significant difference between the clusters. The right cluster shared news from two right wing
alternative newspapers called Samhällsnytt and Fria Tider, while the left cluster shared Dagens
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Nyheter a lot more than the right cluster.8 This indicates that the left and right clusters, being informed
by different sources of news, are in different news echo-chambers.
When looking at how the different clusters used hashtags and URLs, it turned out that the right cluster
used hashtags a lot more than the left cluster. Some common hashtags in the left cluster were svpol
(Swedish politics), svtnyheter (Swedish public service news), klimat (climate) a nd metoo, w
 hereas the
9
right cluster used hashtags svpol, migpol (migration politics), a nd SD2018. The third cluster seemed
to be more focused around sport with the largest use of hashtags like worldcup, leotrean ( a hashtag
connected to a betting site), and val2018 (election 2018).10 The most tweeted URLs were mainly
newspapers, and the right clusters shared more news than the left cluster.11 The distribution of hashtags
and URLs were significantly different between the clusters, thus pointing to distinction of issues and
concerns.
To find additional divisions within each cluster it was of interest to look at the shortest paths between
users. This was done by computing the shortest weighted path12 from all users to a set of key users.
The key users, referred to as landmarks, were selected based on their political affiliation, influence and
twitter activity. Around 70 landmarks were chosen, representing a wide political spread, along with a
set of newspapers and media outlets. From the shortest path-distances it was possible to compute the
percentage13 of the population with similar distances to a specific set of landmarks. The result seemed
to indicate that a large part of the Swedish twitter users are not very politically engaged.
Further, the following landmarks were chosen; Hanif Bali ( M), Katerina Janouch ( right wing
influential), Paula Bieler ( SD), Jonas Sjöstedt ( V), Isabella Lövin (MP), Jeff Ahl ( AfS) a nd the
account Nazispotting (far left) as starting points for the algorithm bisecting k-means14. The algorithm
divided the three largest clusters into 10 sub clusters. Further research is required to find meaningful
structure behind the formation of the smaller clusters.
An attempt to analyse the content of each tweet was done by looking at the tweet text and identifying
specific positive and negative words from a Swedish lexicon. A sentiment score was given to each
tweet but the method was inconclusive perhaps due the brevity of tweets.
In conclusion, it can be said that unsupervised machine learning algorithms for forming clusters based
on a retweet network yields interpretable community structures and can be useful in understanding the
extent to which various politically ideological communities are structured. For the Swedish
twitterverse the clustering was subject to further analysis and the clusters were found to differ
politically as well as in their use of hashtags, URLs and their choice of news sources. This preliminary
study of the data in conjunction with statistical tests is indicative of fairly polarised echo-chambers
across the left and right political spectrums.15
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Twitter interactions
• Histogram för freq av varje sort
• Kanske screen shots för att
förtydliga vad skillnaderna är

Data

.

• Meme evolution programme Sverige,
Raazesh Sainudiin
• Mattias Gardell, field ethnography,
department of theology Uppsala
• Simon Lindgren, digital sociology,
department of sociology Umeå
• 91 million tweets

What data do we want?
• Structure of the Swedish
Twitter network around the
2018 general election
• Swedish Twitter users
• Not bots or other spam

Cleaning Data

• Language filter
– exclude non-Swedish Twitter users
• High frequency filter on retweets

Language Filter
• Every language has a unique
letter frequency
• Swedish letter frequency
compared to user letter frequency
• Remove punctuations, emojis,
white space, etc ✨🎉🧶조선글
• Removepunctuationsemojiswhite
spaceetc조선글
• non-Swedish letter is mapped to *

Tolerance of Distance to Swedish
Distributions
• A “Swedish word” in our sense:
ajhbksdnmäaösfmsakfpåslfafebgh
mtk

• Swedish letter frequency
• Users tweet length

• Result: Tolerance 5% gave max
distance 0.485

Language filter
• We made sure that
language was closer to
Swedish than English
• Result: Reduced data
from 91 to 29 million
data points

swedish

Sample of the language distribution before cleaning

High Frequency Filter
• Frequent retweets
– Anyone retweeting the same person more often than
1000 times over the 8 months was taken out of the data
(more than 4 times a day on average)

Distributed Vertex Programming
• With the clean data, we want to group similar users for
analysis
– This is easily done if we have a graph
• Problem: Computing things on large graph
– Solution: Only pass messages between neighbours!

Distributed Vertex Programming
Example. Finding largest state in strongly
connected graph:

• Every vertex begins with an
initial state
• Vertices send a message to
their neighbours
• Each vertex updates its state
based on incoming messages
• A vertex can choose to halt,
not participating in the next
iteration
• This is called a Pregel program

Clustering
• We want to create clusters of retweeting users
• First we need a directed graph of retweet network
– Vertices: Users and their unique ID
– Edges: If A retweets B, include edge from B to A
– We get a directed, multi-edged, looped graph

Clustering
• We only consider users who appear in the
largest connected component of the graph
- Computing the connected components is
done by a Pregel program
• 89.9% of users are in the largest component

Clustering
• We cluster users based on who they retweet
– Pregel program implementing label propagation
• Initial state: ID of the vertex
• Sent Message: Current state
• Update: Take mode of incoming messages

Clustering
• Pros
– Relatively cheap
– No information about graph necessary
• Cons
– Convergence not guaranteed
– Can put all vertices in the same cluster

Clustering
• After 10 iterations,
the three Swedish
clusters have
settled
Cluster Size
Swedish!

Twitter Interactions
Between Clusters
●
●
●
●
●

Build network based on retweets or reply tweets
Form clusters on the network with label propagation
Test the clustering with unseen retweets and replies
Stochastic block model
Probability for edge, p within clusters, q between clusters

Twitter interactions
between clusters
Retweet Network

Reply Network

Tweet Type

Within

Between

Tweet Type

Within

Between

Retweet

67.6%

32.4%

Retweet

1.49%

98.51%

Reply Tweet

45.4%

54.6%

Reply Tweet

9.79%

90.21%

Random connection

0.38%

99.62%

Random connection

0.00057%

99.99943%

Exploring the Clusters

Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test

Hashtag-Distribution

migpol

Expressen

hundralappen

twittpuck

Hashtag Distribution in Retweets
• h0: Is the hashtag distribution of the
clusters different from the global
distribution?
• Sampled random subgraphs 1000 times
with same size as the cluster for each
cluster
• Total variation distance from sampled
graphs to global hashtag distribution
• Null hypothesis was rejected for all 3
clusters with 0.1 % significance

Clusters

Interval

Obs

Right-wing

[0.042,0.044]

0.149

Left-wing

[0.078,0.082]

0.541

Sport

[0.261,0.284]

0.744

Common Hashtags in Clusters

Left-wing
cluster

Cluster with a
sporty touch

Right-wing
cluster

Retweets - URLs

www.svt.se

www.svd.se

Shortest Weighted Path
●
●
●
●

Distributed Dijkstra’s algorithm
Weights - Number of retweets
Landmarks - Key users
Degrees of separation

Shortest Weighted Path

K-Means

Bisecting K-Means
Hanif Bali(M) Isabella Lövin(MP) Jonas Sjöstedt(V)
Paula Bieler(SD) Jeff Ahl(AFS)

Nazispotting katjanouch

Swedish Twitter
•
•
•
•

Overall Conclusions:
Clustering captures political affiliation
The clusters use different news sources
Different distributions of hashtags and URLs
We intended to also look closer at the content of
the tweet-text itself but the method we had
available didn’t give meaningful results
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